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02/02/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #31 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 3 – 1915 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
Great news! As some of you may remember I started the campaign flying the F-16CJ out of Kangnung 
airbase on the east coast of South Korea. Since the CJs based at Kangnung are heavily tasked for SEAD 
flights I chose to move to Choongwon for mission #4 and fly the CG model against enemy troop and 
vehicle concentrations. At mission #9 the airbase at Choongwon suffered a massive attack by DPRK 
bombers which put both runways out of commission, at which time we moved to Osan to fly the CG 
models based there against enemy forces streaming south over the Imjin. We have been based at 
Osan for the duration of the campaign with the exception of a few missions out of Seoul in order to 
take advantage of the more favorable supply situation there.  
 
This evening repairs were completed to Choongwon airbase and we are moving back there with the 
goal of strategic strikes for the evening hours and early morning hours of Day 3 and Day 4 
respectively. With flights from Osan and Seoul continuing to back the US/ROK offensive north we will 
fly some deep strike missions against vital DPRK targets during the night. 
 
Objective: 
 
Our objective for tonight is the destruction of the Nodong missile test facility located about 25 miles 
east-northeast of Kimcha’aek on the east coast of North Korea. 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
This should be a fairly easy 2-ship strike mission this evening. Since a majority of the flying will take 
place over the ocean we can expect few ground based threats and again the majority of enemy air-
action has been concentrated over the FLOT and with a carrier task force just east of our 
ingress/egress route it is doubtful that enemy forces will wander close enough to engage us. 
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The Nodong missile test facility lies right on the coast. Using recon photos I’ve aligned the “picture” to 
best represent how we will be approaching the target. The primary targets are the factory buildings, 
one just behind the dual smoke-stacks and the second in the bottom left of the photo (south-west 
corner): 
 

 
 
Anti-air defenses in the region are relatively light with the 316th AAA Battalion based just to the west 
of the target area (small threat circle) and the primary, and more serious threat, the SA-2 battery of 
the 387th Air Defense Battalion (large threat circle) located at the missile facility itself: 
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Our two ship flight will carry extended range fuel tanks, 2 GBU-24/GP laser-guided bombs, and a 
standard mix of anti-air missiles: 
 

 
 
Debrief: 
 
Climbing out of Choongwon it is nice to see a change in scenery after flying the last 20 missions or so 
over the Osan/Seoul area. AWACS chimes in with an “all clear” call when I query them and I settle in 
for the 250 mile trip to our target.  
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Once out over the water I switch my radar into “SILENT” which turns off both the powerful air-to-
air/ground radar as well as the radar altimeter, illuminating the TF/FAIL caution light reminding me 
that without the radar altimeter terrain following will not be available: 
 

 
 
Cont…. 
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This message is mirrored in the HUD with the WARN and NO RAD messages: 
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Glancing at the fuel gauge I feel uncomfortably fat with 13,500 lbs.: 
 

 
 
With nothing more to do but watch the miles tick off I sneak some views of nearby aircraft. An F-15C 
flight is spoiling for a fight well off to our east toward the FLOT: 
 

 
 
Then I settle in to watch an F-5 flight, call-sign “Sherpa”: 
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Sherpa 1-2 flies a low-level ingress and makes an attack on an unknown target right on the coast off to 
our east. It is amazing to watch him pop up, acquire his target and drop his 2 Snake-eyes on his first 
pass: 
 

 
 
He gets good hits with his first release, which leaves him with what looks to be a single CBU on his 
center-line station (those are external fuel tanks on his wings): 
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He’s coming back around for another pass when his plane gets rocked by a missile hit! 
 

 
 
Amazingly he staggers back to level flight and drops his CBU on the same target area and turns to 
egress with his aircraft smoking! 
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It is simply amazing how much is going on in the F4 world around you. Sherpa 1-2 did his little 
contribution to the war effort tonight, so now it is time to get back to my mission. 
 
Cont… 
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As we approach the IP we start setting up for our bombing run. I order my wingman to kick out into a 
trail position for the run-in: 
 

 
 
I reach down and flip the laser arming switch to ARM, pull up the A2G mode, switch to the targeting 
pod and assure the “L” has illuminated in the MFD: 
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A few seconds later I get a spike on my RWR but the contacts are so closely grouped it is hard to tell 
what is spiking me. I pull the RWR scope up on the left MFD to give me a bigger view and hit the target 
separation button (TGP SEP) to briefly discriminate the targets on the RWR. To my relief it shows a 
gaggle of F/A-18s: 
 

 
 
At about 35 miles out I hit the switch to energize my radar and order my wingman to do likewise. With 
my radar slaved to the target waypoint it only takes a minor adjustment to center the complex under 
the DBS2 magnification. Centering the cursor on the radar target of the complex will help with 
targeting since the targeting FLIR is slaved to the radar: 
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Hitting the designate button on the HOTAS locks up the ground radar on the designated point, handing 
off the targeting to the new sensor-of-interest (SOI) which is the FLIR: 
 

 
 
The initial FLIR image from 30 miles out shows the factory complex with the buildings just starting to 
be discernable: 
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As I pan around the complex using the FLIR the RWR announces a new threat and my throat 
dries out a little more when I see the “2” symbol representing the expected SA-2 site at the 
factory: 
 

 
 
Reaching down to my left sub-panel I flick on my ECM…uh…I flick on my ECM…um..wait a 
second. $hit! When I was setting up my stores I stupidly loaded a center-line fuel tank, 
bumping the ECM pod off the airframe!! Great idea. With no SEAD flight escorting us our “plan” 
is starting to look really dumb now. 
 
Resigned to my fate I cross my fingers and peer through the HUD and see the agonizing news: 
29.3 miles to the target, 2:21 until we get there…God they are going to track us forever on the 
way inbound! 
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Slewing my FLIR camera over to the south-west main factory building I designate it and hand 
the target off to my wingman to assure he has a nice valid target: 
 

 
 
Then I immediately slew the camera back to the other main factory building behind the smoke-
stacks and designate it for my own bombs: 
 

 
 
The RWR is intermittently going off as the SA-2 toys with us and I hunch a bit lower in my seat, 
line up the bomb fall line and press and hold the pickle button waiting for the HUD timer to 
count-down and the computer to kick the bombs off my wings: 
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$hit! Missile launch! 12 o’clock and I’m still 20 seconds or so away from the pickle. I start 
dropping chaff but know I can’t maneuver lest I break the lock my FLIR has on the target. The 
RWR shows my wingman faithfully in trail with his mouth shut no doubt muttering about his 
good-for-nothing flight lead: 
 

 
 
So close now, 13 seconds to bomb release. The first SA-2 has gone dumb and missed. 
 

 
 
The FLIR is dead center on the building: 
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Another SA-2 flies off the rails, leaving an arcing smoke-trail against the black sky: 
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Just seconds to go until release. Then BOOM! The SA-2 detonates behind my left wing! 
 

 
 
My sensors drop off line and the cockpit lights up like a Christmas tree: 
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I put in a little right stick and realize I have no control. The aircraft rolls out of control to the right and 
a few seconds later as I’m contemplating grabbing the handles another SA-2 hits me ending that 
decision in a bright explosion and instant death. 
 
My wingman, undaunted, presses on as my plane spirals down in flames in front of him: 
 

 
 
Even though I’m technically “dead”, my head has separated from my body and the last fleeting images 
I have are of Tempest 1-2’s bombs squarely hitting the factory complex! 
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Seconds later as my wingman climbs out above the flak guns another SA-2 chases after him and blots 
him from the sky as well: 
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Conclusions: 
 
Damn. What can I say? Really, really poor mission planning and execution. For most of this 
campaign I’ve been facing low level SAM threats such as SA-7s and low level AAA from ZS-23s, 
etc.. Coupled with the fact that the F-16CJs have done a fine job of cleaning up the high-threat 
SAM sites down near the FEBA, I’ve gotten pretty complacent about the SAM threat. Since this 
mission was a relatively deep strike, it appears as though the CJs haven’t had time to work 
over the area, and I knew during the mission brief that an SA-2 site was active at the factory. 
Since a SEAD flight was not fragged to accompany me I should have modified my tactics and 
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used a stand-off delivery method such a loft bombing attack. I haven’t lofted a bomb yet in this 
campaign, and this mission would have been an ideal situation to use that technique. 
 
Not loading an ECM was a huge mistake and continuing on the bomb run with missiles in the air 
was really just stubbornly stupid. I should have jettisoned my bombs and fuel, tried to evade 
and lived to fight another day.  
 
The only bright spot in an atrocious mission was the fact that while the SA-2 site was engaging 
me, my wingman had enough of a window to drop his bombs on his assigned target (and he 
was rescued after getting shot down). The mission is rated a “partial success” by some loose 
definition: 
 

 
 

 
 
The factory remains 70% operational with only one of the two main buildings destroyed: 
 

 
 
Back on the frag list it goes. 
 
BeachAV8R 
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Dude you might have been better off to do low le vel run in and do a pop-up attack and drop 
some MK-84 Retarded on em. 
 
I know you can do that type, but I dont know about your wingman. 
 
[ 02-02-2004, 23:11: Message edited by: Strikeman ] 
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Dear oh dear Beach!  
 
I can't believe you're now attacking that same Factory that has given me so much grief (see my 
last AAR!). 
 
No center line ECM? Been there - not fun! 
 
In my case I've run SEAD attacks on that very factory on two occasions in the first day of my 
campaign and the defenses were heavily depleted. However on both occasions the bombers 
haven't done their thing... (cloud, enemy action over the flot) 
 
... and there you are bombing the thing. Maybe we need to fly the campaign online together!  
 
 
By the way I noticed you don't seem to have any cockpit lighting. AEyes posted this in response 
to my flailing around with the lights in my last AAR: 
 

quote: 

 
If you want the backlit instruments you need to go to the reference view first, shift-
1. 
- pressing numkey 2 or panning down will bring you to the nightpit 
- pressing numkey 6 or panning right will bring you to the big HUD, nightpit 
- pressing numkey 8 or panning up will bring you to the daypit 
- pressing numkey 4 or panning left will bring you to the big HUD, daypit 
 
Only downside is that after padlock the 2D pit defaults to daypit, also at night. Now 
to fly at night only you can have backlit instruments as default by selecting the 
nightpit with the cockpit switcher in your art/ckptart folder. 
 
(Note, the big HUD is for homepitbuilders) 
 
Aeyes 

Might be useful. 
 
-------------------- 
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Can the CG carry HARM's? 
 
Or 2000Lb JDAM's? 
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Hmmmm, should I? Why not, advice from someone who has done exactly 1 campaign mission, 
in which both he and his wingie were wiped out at 27,000' by SAMS! Sure, I'm qualified! 
 
Well, you mentioned being "fat" in the fuel area. Would you have had enough gas to pack 2 
Harms instead of tanks? Or give your wingie the SEAD role. Or add a SEAD package. 
 
Oh, and just curious, have you ever noticed a "death grip" hold on the pickle button under 
these conditions? I have, I guess subconsciously I want to make sure that damn button is 
pressed and pressed good! When that timer goes zero, the bombs had better fall baby! 
 
Great report Beach, a fun read, tension, excitement, some learning too. Thanks! 
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 
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I think most of those shots are with the Aeyes backlit "EL" type lighting..but I don't have the 
cockpit lamp on..so there is no yellow/orange hue in there. 
 
I don't think the CG model carries the HARM if I'm not mistaken..I think that is the CJ only 
perhaps? I definitely did NOT need that much fuel, I just sort of vegged out when I was doing 
the load-out and bumped the ECM pod off the airframe without even realizing it. 
 
I still haven't taken time to learn how to properly use the JDAM..I think there is a thread over 
on Frugal's that details how you can apparently use lat/lon to very accurately target JDAMs 
against fixed structures, but I haven't tried it yet...guess I should have   
 
I've been longing to try a loft delivery, so really that is what I should have tried to do. I really 
liked that delivery profile when I flew Jane's F-15. As for getting my wingman to take out the 
SA-2 radar, that would be a really good tactic, but I don't think there is a specific "attack 
enemy air defenses" command such as exists in JF-18 is there? Is there a work-around for 
that?  
 
BTW - For a single SA-2 site, with multiple launchers, do I only need to hit the radar to make 
the entire site inoperative? Does the SA-2 have a backup optical launching and tracking 
method? Just curious... 
 
Thanks for all the comments and suggestions..! Keep em' coming cause I obviously need 
improvement..lol.. 
 
Edit: Yeah 20mm..I have the death grip thing going on the pickle button..and sometimes 
pushing the throttle forward until I think I can bend it..hehe...speed up dammit!! 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
[ 02-04-2004, 00:55: Message edited by: BeachAV8R ] 
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Well according to Globalsecurity.org http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/russia/v-
75.htm  
 
The SA-2 has no backup guidence and uses a single Fan Song FC radar for 6 launchers. 
 
A seprate Spoon Rest EW radar provides the scaning data to the FCS. 
 
Also the Fan Song can only control 3 missiles at a time on a single target so whtch for them in 
pair or triples, gs.org states that soviet docterine (sp?) called for 3 missile launches and a frth 
once the first missile completed its run if a miss. Nice way to get caught by a forth missile low 
and out of energy  
 
[ 02-04-2004, 16:07: Message edited by: MikeMan ] 

From: Auckland, New Zealand | Registered: Jan 2004  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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